Suffering from ELECTION FATIGUE?
Feeling the CHAOS?

FIND YOUR CALM.

The world outside may be messy and unpredictable,
but your home shouldn't be.

Organizing your home, office and even your mind
can improve you happiness, your relationships,
and these 7 other aspects of your life.
Read full article here

Being Organized Helps:
Reduce Stress and Depression
You Eat Better
You Stick to Your Workouts
Improve Your Relationships
Boost Your Productivity & Prosperity
You Lose Weight
You Sleep Better

WE NOW OFFER ORGANIZING PACKAGES
At a very reasonable price, we can help sort,
edit and organize an attic, office, closet or garage.
You will help manage the organizing project
and we will implement.

ONE-DAY
JUMPSTART

TWO-DAY
STRESS RELIEVER

THREE-DAY
VICTORY

WHO IS THIS IDEAL FOR?
Anyone!

WHO IS THIS IDEAL FOR?
Anyone!

WHO IS THIS IDEAL FOR?
Anyone!

- The families with kids
going back to school

- The empty nesters who want
to reinvent themselves and their
space into something
that they love

- The senior or anyone who is
downsizing/rightsizing

- Clients needing help to switch
out summer things and to
bring in fall clothes
- The hostess/host preparing
a party and the house
is a mess.

- A person who just moved
and is still living in boxes
- The family remodeling a
space in house and needing
to get organized

- Any client who have inherited
family belongings and needs
help to sort & liquidate
- The client who is selling
their home and needs to
declutter and stage it

B OOK A PA CKA GE N OW !

Changing Places' team of expert organizers
help you achieve clarity, order & peace
of mind in your spaces.

A study conducted by Princeton University identified a direct link between
uncluttered, organized living and the brain's ability to concentrate.
"When your environment is cluttered, the chaos restricts your ability to focus."
"Clutter makes you distracted and unable to process information as well as
you do in an uncluttered, organized, and serene environment."
Read full article here
__________________________________________________________________________________________

Changing Places creates functional, de-cluttered
spaces that promote prosperity & health.

WHAT OUR CLIENTS SAY
"These guys are amazing! Very professional. It was my first time using this type of
service. It's pricey, but worth it. For a busy mom juggling a demanding career and
kids, it's perfect. It's made my space more efficient. I will be hiring them again" Najla, San Francisco
"We so enjoyed working with your entire team. Thorough and sensitive with
tremendous spatial design vision and a dash of good humor is how I would best
describe your crew. We are so relieved to finally be settled in our new home. Kirk

and I will always fondly remember your great contribution to that." - Katheryn
Citron, Mill Valley
READ MORE

Ready to find your calm? Call us today.
Changing Places
The Organizing & Moving Architects
(415) 461-6257
Visit us at: www.changing-places.com

Stay Connected

